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Abstract. kProlog is a simple algebraic extension of Prolog with facts
and rules annotated with semiring labels. We propose kProlog as a lan-
guage for learning with kernels. kProlog allows to elegantly specify sys-
tems of algebraic expressions on databases. We propose some code exam-
ples of gradually increasing complexity, we give a declarative specifica-
tion of some matrix operations and an algorithm to solve linear systems.
Finally we show the encodings of state-of-the-art graph kernels such as
Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernels, propagation kernels and an instance of
Graph Invariant Kernels (GIKs), a recent framework for graph kernels
with continuous attributes. The number of feature extraction schemas,
that we can compactly specify in kProlog, illustrates its potential for
machine learning applications.
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1 Introduction

Statistical relational learning and probabilistic programming have contributed
many declarative languages for supporting learning in relational representa-
tions. Prominent examples include Markov Logic [14], PRISM [15], Dyna [2]
and ProbLog [1]. While these languages typically extend logical languages with
probabilistic reasoning, there also exist extensions of a different nature: Dyna
and aProbLog [9] are algebraic variations of probabilistic logical languages, while
kLog [6] is a logical language for kernel-based learning.

Probabilistic languages such as PRISM and ProbLog label facts with proba-
bilities, whereas Dyna and aProbLog use algebraic labels belonging to a semiring.
Dyna has been used to encode many AI problems, including a simple distribu-
tion semantics, but does not support the disjoint-sum problem as ProbLog and
aProbLog. While there has been a lot of research on integrating probabilistic
and logic reasoning, kernel-based methods with logic have been much less in-
vestigated except for kLog and kFOIL [10]. kLog is a relational language for
specifying kernel-based learning problems. It produces a graph representation of
the learning problem in the spirit of knowledge-based model construction and
then employs a graph kernel on the resulting representation. kLog was designed
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to allow different graph kernels to be plugged in, but support to declaratively
specify the exact form of the kernel is missing. kFOIL is a variation on FOIL
that can learn kernels defined as the number of clauses that fire in both inter-
pretations.

In the present paper, we investigate whether it is possible to use algebraic
Prolog such as Dyna and aProbLog for kernel based learning. The underlying
idea is that the labels will capture the kernel part, and the logic the structural
part of the problem. Furthermore, unlike kLog and kFOIL, such a kernel based
Prolog would allow to declaratively specify the kernel. More specifically, we pro-
pose kProlog, a simple algebraic extension of Prolog, where kProlog facts are
labeled with semiring elements. kProlog introduces meta-functions that allow to
use different semirings in the same program and overcome the limited expres-
siveness of semiring sum and product operations.

kProlog is not specifically designed to handle the disjoint-sum problem, be-
cause in kernel design logical disjunctions and conjunctions are less common
than algebraic sums and products, that are needed to specify matrix and tensor
operations. We draw a parallel between kProlog and tensors showing how to en-
code matrix operations in a way that is reminiscent of tensor relational algebra
[10]. Nevertheless kProlog supports recursion and so it is more expressive than
tensor relational algebra.

We also show that kProlog can be used for specifying or programming kernels
on structured data in a declarative way. We use polynomials as kProlog algebraic
labels and show how they can be employed to specify label propagation and
feature extraction schemas such as those used in recent graph kernels such as
Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernels [16], propagation kernels [12] and graph kernels
with continuous attributes such as GIKs [13]. Polynomials were previously used
in combination with logic programming for sensitivity analysis by Kimmig et al.
(2011) and for data provenance by Green et al. (2007).

2 kPrologS

We propose kPrologS , an algebraic extension of Prolog in which facts and rules
can be labeled with semiring elements.

Definition 1. A kPrologS program P is a 4-tuple (F,R, S, `) where:

– F is a finite set of facts,
– R is a finite set of definite clauses (also called rules),
– S is a semiring with sum ⊕ and product ⊗ operations, whose neutral elements

are 0S and 1S respectively,3

– ` : F → S is a function that maps facts to semiring values.

3 A semiring is an algebraic structure (S,⊕,⊗, 0S , 1S) where S is a set equipped with
sum ⊕ and product ⊗ operations. Sum ⊕ and product ⊗ are associative and have as
neutral element 0S and 1S respectively. The sum ⊕ is commutative, multiplication
distributes w.r.t addition and 0S is the annihilating element of multiplication.
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We use the syntactic convention α::f for algebraic facts where f ∈ F is a fact
and α = `(f) is the algebraic label.

Definition 2. An algebraic interpretation Iw = (I, w) of a ground kPrologS

program P with facts F and atoms A is a set of tuples (a,w(a)) where a is an
atom in the Herbrand base A and w(a) is an algebraic formula over the fact labels
{`(f)|f ∈ F}. We use the symbol ∅ to denote the empty algebraic interpretation,
i.e. {(true, 1S)} ∪ {(a, 0S)|a ∈ A}. See also [17].

Definition 3. Let P be a ground algebraic logic program with algebraic facts F
and atoms A. Let Iw = (I, w) be an algebraic interpretation with pairs (a,w(a)).
Then the T(P,S)-operator is T(P,S)(Iw) = {(a,w′(a))|a ∈ A} where:

w′(a) =


`(a) if a ∈ F⊕

{b1,...,bn}⊆I
a:−b1,...,bn

n⊗
i=1

w(bi) if a ∈ A \ F . (1)

See also [17].

The least fixed point can be computed using a semi-naive evaluation. When
the semiring is non-commutative the product ⊗ of the weights w(bi) must be
computed in the same order they appear in the rule. kPrologS can represent
matrices that in principle can have infinite size and can be indexed by using
elements of the Herbrand universe of the program. We now show some elementary
kPrologS programs that specify matrix operations:

algebra kPrologS numerical example
matrix
A

A
1::a(0, 0).
2::a(0, 1).
3::a(1, 1).

[ 1 2
0 3 ]

matrix
B

B

2::b(0, 0).
1::b(0, 1).
5::b(1, 0).
1::b(1, 1).

[ 2 1
5 1 ]

matrix
transpose

At c(I, J) :- a(J, I). [ 1 2
0 3 ]

t
= [ 1 0

2 3 ]

matrix
sum

A+B c(I, J) :- a(I, J).
c(I, J) :- b(I, J). [ 1 2

0 3 ] + [ 2 1
5 1 ] = [ 3 3

5 4 ]

matrix
product

AB c(I, J) :-
a(I, K), b(K, J). [ 1 2

0 3 ] [ 2 1
5 1 ] = [ 12 3

15 3 ]

Hadamard
product

A�B c(I, J) :-
a(I, J), b(I, J). [ 1 2

0 3 ]� [ 2 1
5 1 ] = [ 2 2

0 3 ]

Kronecker
product

kron(A,B) c(i(Ia, Ib), j(Ja, Jb)):-
a(Ia , Ja), b(Ib , Jb). [ 1 2

0 3 ]⊗ [ 2 1
5 1 ] =

[
2 1 4 2
5 1 10 2
0 0 6 3
0 0 15 3

]
The logic functions i/2 and j/2 were used to create the new indices that are
needed by the Kronecker product. These definitions of matrix operations are
reminiscent of tensor relational algebra [8]. Each of the above programs can be
evaluated by applying the T(P,S)(Iw) operator only once. For each program we
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have a different definition of the C matrix that is represented by the predicate
c/2. As a consequence of Equation 1 all the algebraic labels of the c/2 facts
are polynomials in the algebraic labels of the a/2 and b/2 facts. We draw an
analogy between the representation of a sparse tensor in coordinate format and
the representation of an algebraic interpretation. A ground fact can be regarded
a tuple of indices/domain elements that uniquely identify the cell of a tensor,
the algebraic label of the fact represents the value stored in the cell. In kPrologS

for every atom a in the Herbrand base A the negation of a in an interpretation
Iw can either be expressed with a sparse representation, by excluding it from
the interpretation (i.e. a 6∈ Iw) or with a dense representation, including it in
the interpretation with algebraic label 0S (i.e. a ∈ Iw and w(a) = 0S).

Definition 4. An algebraic interpretation Iw = (I, w) is the fixed point of the
T(P,S)(Iw)-operator if and only if for all a ∈ A, w(a) ≡ w′(a), where w(a) and
w′(a) are algebraic formulae for a in Iw and T(P,S)(Iw) respectively. See also
[17].

We denote with T i(P,S) the function composition of T(P,S) with itself i times.

Corollary 1 (application of Kleene’s theorem). If S is an ω-continuous
semiring4 the algebraic system of fixed-point equations Iw = T(P,S)(Iw) admits a
unique least solution T∞(P,S)(∅) with respect to the partial order v and T∞(P,S)(∅) is

the supremum of the sequence T 1
(P,S)(∅), T

2
(P,S)(∅), . . . , T

i
(P,S)(∅). So T∞(P,S)(∅) can

be approximated by computing successive elements of the sequence. If the semir-
ing satisfies the ascending chain property (see [5] ) then T∞(P,S)(∅) = T i(P,S)(∅)
for some i ≥ 0 and T∞(P,S)(∅) can be computed exactly [5].

We used ∅ to denote an empty algebraic interpretation. Examples of ω-continuous
semirings are the boolean semiring ({T,F}, ∨, ∧, F, T), the tropical semiring
(N ∪ {∞}, min, +, ∞, 0) and the fuzzy semiring ([0, 1], max, min, 0, 1) [7]. Let
us consider the following kPrologS program:

1:: edge(a, b).

3:: edge(b, c).

7:: edge(a, c).

path(X, Y):-

edge(X, Y).

path(X, Y):-

edge(X, Z), path(Z, Y).

If S is the tropical semiring, we obtain a specification of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm for all-pair shortest paths on graphs. Assuming that S is the boolean
semiring and all the algebraic labels that are different from 0S correspond to
true∈ S, we obtain the Warshall algorithm for the transitive closure of a binary
relation. Lehmann (1977) explains how the Floyd-Warshall algorithm can be
employed to invert square matrices. The inverse A−1 of a square matrix A can
be computed as the result of the transitive closure of I−A where I is the identity
matrix. The last example requires the capability to compute additive inverses
which are not guaranteed to exist for semirings.

4 A ω-continuous semiring is a naturally ordered semiring extended with an infinite
summation-operator

∑
. See [4, 3] for details.
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3 kProlog

kProlog generalizes kPrologS allowing multiple semirings and meta-functions.
The coexistence of multiple semirings in the same program requires the decla-
ration of the semiring of each algebraic predicate with the directive:

:- declare(<predicate >/<arity >, <semiring >).

We introduce meta-functions and meta-clauses to overcome the limits imposed
by the semiring sum and product operations.

Definition 5 (meta-function). A meta-function m: S1 × . . . × Sm → S′ is
a function that maps m semiring values xi ∈ Si, i = 1, . . . , k to a value of
type S′, where S1, . . . , Sk and S′ can be distinct semirings. Let a_1,...,a_k be
algebraic atoms, the syntax @m[a_1,...,a_k] expresses that the meta-function
@m is applied to the semiring values of the atoms a_1,...,a_k.

Definition 6 (meta-clause). In the kProlog language a meta-clause
h :- b_1,...,b_n is a universally quantified expression where h is an atom
and b_1,...,b_n can be either body atoms or meta-functions applied to other
algebraic atoms. For a given meta-clause, if the head is labeled with the semiring
S, also the labels of the body atoms and the return types of the meta-functions
must be on the semiring S.

Definition 7 (kProlog program). A kProlog program P is a union of kPrologSi

programs and meta-clauses.

The introduction of meta-functions in kProlog allows us to deal with other al-
gebraic structures such as rings that require the additive inverse @minus/1 and
fields that require the additive inverse and the multiplicative inverse @inv/1.

3.1 Recursive kProlog program with meta-functions

We propose a simple example of an algebraic program that uses meta-functions
to compute the limit lim

n→+∞
gn(x0) of an iterated function g(x) = x(1−x), where

gn(x0) of the function-composition of g with itself n times starting from some
initial number x0.

Assuming that x0 = 0.5, in kProlog we would write:

:- declare(x, real).

:- declare(x0 , real).

0.5::x0.

x :- x0.

x :- g(x).

We expect the following behavior: the weight w(x) of x is initialized to w(x0) =
0.5 and then updated at each step according to the rule w′(x) = g(w(x)). Let
us notice that the result of the immediate-consequence operator is not used for
an additive update of the weights, but for destructive assignment.
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We could also consider an additive update rule w′(x) = w(x) + g(w(x)), but
this would not lead to the expected result for an iterated function system.

While iterated function systems require an update with destructive assign-
ment, other programs such as the transitive closure of a binary relation (see
above) or the compilation of ProbLog programs with SDDs require additive
updates.5

Both additive and destructive updates are allowed in kProlog to increase
the expressivity of the language. We specialize the directive declare/2 into
declare/3 to make the interpreter aware of the nature (e.g. destructive or ad-
ditive) of the update:

:- declare(<predicate >/<arity >, <semiring >, <update -type >).

where update-type can be either additive or destructive. The directive
declare/3 is only needed for cyclic programs for the predicates whose ground-
ings appear in cycles. In case the directive declare/3 was not specified this can
be detected by the system at evaluation time.

To make our program correct we would need to replace :- declare(x, real).

with :- declare(x, real, destructive).

3.2 The Jacobi method

We already showed that kProlog can express linear algebra operations, we now
combine recursion and meta-functions in an algebraic program that specifies the
Jacobi method.

The Jacobi method is an iterative algorithm used for solving diagonally dom-
inant systems of linear equations Ax = b.

We consider the field of real numbers R (i.e. kPrologR) as semiring together
with the meta-functions @minus and @inv that provide the inverse element of
sum and product respectively.

The A matrix must be split according to the Jacobi method:

D = diag(A) d(I, I) :- a(I, I).

R = A−D r(I, J) :- a(I, J), I \= J.

The solution x∗ of Ax = b is computed iteratively by finding the fixed point of
x = D−1(b − Rx). We call E the inverse of D. Since D is diagonal also E is a
diagonal matrix:

eii =invert(dii) = 1
dii

e(I, I) :- @invert[d(I, I)].

and the iterative step can be rewritten as x = E(b−Rx).
Making the summations explicit we can write:

xi = eik

(
bk −

∑
l

rklxl

)
(2)

5 The compilation of ProbLog programs [17] can be expressed in kProlog, provided
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then we can extrapolate the term
∑
l

rklxl turning it into the auxk definition:

xi = eik (bk − auxk)

auxk =
∑
l

rklxl

:- declare(x/1, real , destructive ).
:- declare(aux/1, real , destructive ).
x(I) :-

e(I, K), @subtraction[b(K), aux(K)].

aux(I) :-
r(K, L), x(L).

where @subtraction/2 represents the subtraction between real numbers, x/1
and aux/1 are mutually recursive predicates. Because x/1 needs to be initialized
(perhaps at random) we also need the clause:

xi = initi x(I) :- init(I).

where init/1 is a unary predicate.
This example also shows that kProlog is more expressive than tensor rela-

tional algebra because it supports recursion.

3.3 kProlog TP -operator with meta-functions

The algebraic TP -operator of kProlog is defined on the meta-transformed pro-
gram.

Definition 8 (meta-transformed program). A meta-transformed kProlog
program is a kProlog program in which all the meta-functions are expanded to al-
gebraic atoms. For each rule h :- b_1,...,@m[a_1,...,a_k],...,b_n in the
program P each meta-function @m[a_1,...,a_k] is replaced by a body atom b’

and a meta-clause b’:-@m[a_1,...,a_k] is added to the program P .

Definition 9 (algebraic TP -operator with meta-functions). Let P be meta-
transformed kProlog program with facts F and atoms A. Let Iw = (I, w) be an
algebraic interpretation with pairs (a,w(a)). Then the TP -operator is TP (Iw) =
{(a,w′(a))|a ∈ A} where:

w′(a) =


`(a) if a ∈ F⊕

{b1,...,bn}⊆I
a:−b1,...,bn

n⊗
i=1

w(bi)⊕
⊕

{b1,...,bk}⊆I
a:−@m[b1,...,bk]

m(w(b1), . . . , w(bk)) if a ∈ A \ F .

(3)

The introduction of meta-functions makes the result of the evaluation of a kPro-
log program dependent on the order in which rules and meta-clauses are evalu-
ated. For this reason we explain the order adopted by the kProlog language. A
kProlog program P is grounded to a program ground(P ) and then partitioned
into a sequence of strata P1, . . . , Pn.
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An atom in a non-recursive stratum Pi can only depend on the atoms from
the previous strata

⋃
j<i Pj , while a recursive stratum can depend on the atoms

in
⋃
j≤i Pj .

6 Each partition Pi must be maximal and strongly connected (i.e.
each atom in Pi depends on every other atom in Pi). The program evaluation
starts by initializing the weight w(a) of each ground atom a in ground(P ) with
0S where S is the semiring of the atom. Then the strata are visited in order and
the weights are updated as follows: if the stratum Pi is non-recursive we apply
the algebraic TP -operator only once per atom, while if Pi is recursive we apply
the algebraic TP -operator only once for the non-recursive rules and meta-clauses
and repeatedly until convergence for the recursive rules and meta-clauses.

When updating the weight w(a) of a recursive atom a at each iteration we
initialize a weight ∆w(a) = 0s. We accumulate on ∆w(a) the result of the
application of the TP -operator on all the recursive rules with head a. Then the
new weight for a is computed as w(a) = w(a) + ∆w(a) or w(a) = ∆w(a) for
additive and destructive update respectively.7

If Pi is a cyclic stratum then the converge of the algebraic TP -operator must
be guaranteed by the user that specifies the program. Nevertheless if the Pi is a
cyclic stratum in which only rules are cyclic all the atoms in Pi are on the same
semiring8 S and so Pi has the same convergence properties of a kPrologS program
(see corollary 1 on page 4). Whenever we apply the algebraic TP -operator we
use the Jacobi evaluation, so that the program is not affected by the order in
which rules and meta-clauses are evaluated. This program evaluation procedure
is an adaptation the work of Whaley et al. (2005) on Datalog and binary decision
diagrams.

4 kPrologS[x]

kPrologS[x] labels facts and rule heads with polynomials over the semiring S.
kPrologS[x] is a particular case of kPrologS because polynomials over semirings
are semirings in which addition and multiplication are defined as usual.

Definition 10 (Multivariate polynomials over commutative semirings).
A multivariate polynomial P ∈ S[x] can be expressed as:

P(x) =

n⊕
i=1

cix
ei =

n⊕
i=1

ci ⊗
⊗
t∈Ti

xeitt (4)

that the SDD semiring is used. The update of the algebraic weights must be additive,
each update adds new proves for the ground atoms until convergence.

6 We say that an atom a directly depends on an atom b if a is the head of a rule or a
meta-clause and b is a body literal or an argument of a meta-function in the meta
clause. We say that an atom a depends on an atom b either if a directly depends
on b or there is an atom c such that a directly depends on c and c depends on b.

7 The update type is specified in the language by using the declare/3 directive.
8 atoms of distinct semirings cannot be mutually dependent without using meta-

clauses
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where ci ∈ S are the coefficients of the ith monomial and x, e are vectors of
variables and exponents respectively. The vector x is indexed by ground terms
t ∈ T .

4.1 Polynomials for feature extraction

We shall use polynomials to represent kernel features such as the ones computed
by the Weisfeiler-Lehman and propagation kernels. We define an inner-product
between multivariate polynomials of R[x], with a finite number of monomials as:

〈P(x),Q(x)〉 =
∑

(p,e)∈P

∑
(q,e)∈Q

pq. (5)

For each monomial (uniquely identified by the vector of exponents e) that ap-
pears in both the polynomials P and Q, Equation 5 computes the product be-
tween their coefficients p and q respectively. These products are then summed
together to obtain the value of the inner-product. The inner-product between two
algebraic atoms P(x)::a and Q(x)::b can be computed using the meta-function
@dot/2. Another meta-function, that is useful for kernel design, is @rbf/3. The
meta-function @rbf/3 takes as input an atom labeled with a non-negative real
value γ and two atoms labeled with the polynomials P and Q and computes the
rbf kernel exp{−γ‖P −Q‖2}.9

4.2 The @id meta-function

The @id/1 meta-function @id: S → S is injective and transforms a polynomial
P(x) to a new term t and returns the polynomial @id[P(x)] = 1.0 · x(t). This
function can be used to compress a multivariate polynomial to a new polynomial
in a single variable. We use the @id meta-function for polynomial compression
as Shervashidze et al. ( 2011) use the function f to compress multisets of labels.

Indeed we can represent a multiset µ of labels (we use Prolog ground terms
to represent labels) as a polynomial:

Pµ(x) =
∑
t∈µ

]t · x(t) (6)

where ] counts the number of occurrences of the label (identified by the ground
term t) in the multiset µ.
Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm: A colored graph G is a triple (V,E, `) where
V is a set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V is the set of the edges and ` : V → Σ is a
function that maps vertices to a color alphabet Σ. For example we can specify
vertex labels and edge connectivity of a graph graph_a in kProlog as follows:

9 The squared distance in the rbf kernel can be expressed by using the dot product,
i.e. ‖P −Q‖2 = 〈P,P〉+ 〈Q,Q〉 − 2〈P,Q〉
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:- declare(vertex/2, polynomial(int)).
:- declare(edge_asymm /3, boolean ).
:- declare(edge/3, polynomial(int)).

1 * x(pink ):: vertex(graph_a , 1).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 2).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 3).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 4).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 5).

edge_asymm(graph_a , 1, 2).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 1, 3).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 2, 4).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 3, 4).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 4, 5).

1.0:: edge(Graph , A, B):-
edge_asymm(Graph , A, B).

1.0:: edge(Graph , A, B):-
edge_asymm(Graph , B, A).

2

4 5

3

1

where the boolean predicate edge_asymm/3 is implicitly casted to integer and
then to polynomial over integers when it appears in the definition of edge/3.
The Weisfeiler-Lehman color of a vertex after h steps of the algorithm is defined
as:

Lh(v) =

{
`(v) if h = 0

f({Lh−1(w)|w ∈ N (v)}) if h > 0
(7)

where N (v) is the set of the vertex neighbors of v an {Lh−1(w)|w ∈ N (v)} is
the multiset of their colors at step h− 1. The Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm can
be specified in kProlog using the recursive definition of Equation 7:

:- declare(wl_color/3,
polynomial(int)).

:- declare(wl_color_multiset /3,
polynomial(int)).

wl_color_multiset(H, Graph , V):-
edge(Graph , V, W),
wl_color(H, Graph , W).

wl_color(0, Graph , V):-
vertex(Graph , V).

wl_color(H, Graph , V):-
H > 0,
H1 is H - 1,
@id[wl_color_multiset(H1 , Graph , V)].

5 Graph Kernels

In this section we give the declarative specification of some recent graph ker-
nels such as the Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel [16], propagation kernels [12]
and graph invariant kernels [13]. These methods have been applied to differ-
ent domains such as: natural language processing [13], computer vision [12] and
bioinformatics [16, 12, 13].

5.1 Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel and Propagation kernels

The Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel is defined using a base kernel [16] that
computes the inner-product between the histograms of Weisfeiler-Lehman colors
of two graphs Graph and GraphPrime.

:- declare(phi/2, real).
phi(H, Graph):-

wl_color(H, Graph , V).

:- declare(base_kernel /3, real).
base_kernel(H, Graph , GraphPrime ):-

@dot[phi(H, Graph),
phi(H, GraphPrime )].
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The Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel [16] with H iterations is the sum of base
kernels computed for consecutive Weisfeiler-Lehman labeling steps 1, . . . ,H on
the graphs Graph and GraphPrime:

:- declare(kernel_wl/3, real).
kernel_wl(0, Graph , GraphPrime ):-

base_kernel (0, Graph , GraphPrime ).

kernel_wl(H, Graph , GraphPrime ):-
H > 0, H1 is H - 1,
kernel_wl(H1, Graph , GraphPrime ).

kernel_wl(H, Graph , GraphPrime ):-
H > 0,
base_kernel(H, Graph , GraphPrime ).

.

Propagation kernels [12] are a generalization of the Weisfeiler-Lehman graph ker-
nel, that can adopt different label propagation schemas. Neumann et al. (2012)
implements propagation kernels using locality sensitive hashing. The kProlog
specification is identical to the one the Weisfeiler-Lehman except that the @id

meta-function is to be replaced with a meta-function that does locality sensitive
hashing.

5.2 Graph invariant kernels

Graph Invariant Kernels (giks, pronounce “geeks”) are a recent framework for
graph kernels with continuous attributes [13].

giks compute a similarity measure between graphs G and G′ matching them
at vertex level according to the formula:

k(G,G′) =
∑

v∈V (G)

∑
v′∈V (G′)

w(v, v′)kattr(v, v′) (8)

where w(v, v′) is the structural weight matrix and kattr(v, v′) is a kernel on the
continuous attributes of the graphs. We use R-neighborhood subgraphs, so the
kProlog specification is parametrized by the variable R.

:- declare(gik_radius /3, real).
gik_radius(R, Graph , GraphPrime ):-

w_matrix(R, Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime),
k_attr(Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime ).

where gik_radius/3, w_matrix/5 and k_attr/4 are algebraic predicates on
the real numbers semiring, which is represented with floats for implementation
purposes. Assuming that we want to use the rbf with γ = 0.5 kernel on the
vertex attributes we can write:

:- declare(rbf_gamma_const /0, real).
:- declare(k_attr/4, real).
0.5:: rbf_gamma_const.
k_attr(Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime):-

@rbf[rbf_gamma_const , attr(Graph , V), attr(GraphPrime , VPrime )].

where attr/2 is an algebraic predicate that associates to the vertex V of a Graph

a polynomial label. To associate to vertex v_1 of graph_a the 4-dimensional
feature [1, 0, 0.5, 1.3] we would write:

:- declare(attr/2, polynomial(real )).
1.0 * x(1) + 0.5 * x(3) + 1.3 * x(4):: attr(graph_a , v_1).
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while the meta-function @rbf/3 takes as input an atom rbf_gamma_const la-
beled with the γ constant and the atoms relative to the vertex attributes.

The structural weight matrix w(v, v′) is defined as:

w(v, v′) =
∑

g∈R−1(G)

∑
g′∈R−1(G′)

kinv(v, v′)
δm(g, g′)

|Vg||Vg′ |
1{v ∈ Vg ∧ v′ ∈ Vg′}. (9)

The weight w(v, v′) measures the structural similarity between vertices and is
defined combining anR-decomposition relation, a function δm(g, g′) and a kernel
on vertex invariants kinv [13]. In our case the R-decomposition generates R-
neighborhood subgraphs (the same used in the experiments of Orsini et al. (
2015)).

There are multiple ways to instantiate giks, we choose the version called
lwlv, because as shown with the experiments by Orsini et al. ( 2015), can
achieve very good accuracies most of the times.

lwlv uses R-neighborhood subgraphs R-decomposition relation, computes
the kernel on vertex invariants kinv(v, v′) at the pattern level (local gik) and
uses δm(g, g′) to match subgraphs that have the same number of nodes.

In kProlog we would write:

:- declare(w_matrix/5, real).
w_matrix(R, Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime):-

vertex_in_ball(Graph , R, BallRoot , V),
vertex_in_ball(GraphPrime , R, BallRootPrime , VPrime),
delta_match(R, Graph , BallRoot , GraphPrime , BallRootPrime),
@inv[ball_size(R, Graph , BallRoot)],
@inv[ball_size(R, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime )],
k_inv(Graph , BallRoot , V, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime , VPrime ).

where:
a) vertex_in_ball(R, Graph, BallRoot, V) is a boolean predicate which
is true if V is a vertex of Graph inside a R-neighborhood subgraph rooted in
BallRoot. vertex_in_ball/4 encodes both the term 1{v ∈ Vg ∧ v′ ∈ Vg′} and
the pattern generation of the decomposition relation g ∈ R−1(G).

:- declare(vertex_in_ball /4, bool).
vertex_in_ball (0, Graph , Root , Root):-

vertex(Graph , Root).

vertex_in_ball(R, Graph , Root , V):-
R > 0, R1 is R - 1,
vertex_in_ball(R1 , Graph , Root , V).

vertex_in_ball(R, Graph , Root , V):-
R > 0, R1 is R - 1,
edge(Graph , Root , W),
vertex_in_ball(R1 , Graph , W, V).

b) delta_match(R, Graph, BallRoot, GraphPrime, BallRootPrime)

matches subgraphs with the same number of vertices

:- declare(delta_match /5, real).
:- declare(v_id/3, polynomial(real )).
:- declare(ball_size/3, int).

delta_match(R, Graph , BallRoot , GraphPrime , BallRootPrime ):-
@eq[v_id(R, Graph , BallRoot), v_id(R, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime )].

v_id(R, Graph , BallRoot):- @id[ball_size(R, Graph , BallRoot )].

ball_size(R, Graph , BallRoot):- vertex_in_ball(R, Graph , BallRoot , V).
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c) @inv[ball_size(Radius, Graph, BallRoot)] corresponds to the normal-
ization term 1/|Vg|. @inv is the meta-function that computes the multiplicative
inverse and ball_size(Radius, Graph, BallRoot) is a the float predicate that
counts the number of vertices in a Radius-neighborhood rooted in BallRoot.
d) k_inv(R, Graph, BallRoot, V, GraphPrime, BallRootPrime, VPrime)

computes kinv using H_WL iterations of the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm to obtain
vertex features phi_wl(R, H_WL, Graph, BallRoot, V) from the R-neighborhood
subgraphs.

:- declare(k_inv/7, real).
:- declare(phi_wl/5, polynomial(real )).
wl_iterations (3). % constant

k_inv(R, Graph , BallRoot , V, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime , VPrime):-
wl_iterations(H_WL),
@dot[phi_wl(R, H_WL , Graph , BallRoot , V),

phi_wl(R, H_WL , GraphPrime , BallRootPrime , VPrime )].

phi_wl(R, 0, Graph , BallRoot , V):-
wl_color(R, Graph , BallRoot , 0, V).

phi_wl(R, H, Graph , BallRoot , V):-
H > 0, wl_color(R, Graph , BallRoot , H, V).

phi_wl(R, H, Graph , BallRoot , V):-
H > 0, H1 is H-1,
phi_wl(R, H1, Graph , BallRoot , V).

where wl_color/5 is defined as wl_color/3, but has two additional arguments
R and BallRoot that are needed to restrict the graph connectivity to the R-
neighborhood subgraph rooted in vertex BallRoot.

6 Conclusions

We proposed kProlog, a simple algebraic extension of Prolog that can be used for
kernel programming. Polynomials and meta-functions allow to elegantly specify
in kProlog many recent kernels (e.g the Weisfeiler-Lehman Graph kernel, prop-
agation kernels and giks). kProlog rules are used for kernel programming, but
also to incorporate background knowledge and enrich the input data representa-
tion with user specified relations. kProlog is a language that provides a uniform
representation for relational data, background knowledge and kernel design. In
our future work we will exploit these three characteristics of kProlog to learn
feature spaces with inductive logic programming.
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